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61-005.01 General Requirements: On or before September 1 of each odd-numbered year, each medical nutrition therapist who is in active practice in the State of Nebraska must meet the following continuing competency requirements:

61-005.01A The licensee must complete 30 hours of approved continuing competency programs/activities during the preceding 24 month period. No more than the total number of approved hours offered in Nebraska will be required during this period;

61-005.01B The licensee must submit to the Department, on the renewal form, verification of meeting the continuing competency requirements. The completed form must include the following information:

1. The title of the program/activity;
2. The number of hours of approved continuing competency credit received for each program/activity;
3. The date(s) of the continuing competency program/activity;
4. The location of the continuing competency program/activity; and
5. The name of the provider of the continuing competency program/activity.

61-005.01C The licensee must be responsible for:

1. Maintaining a record of attendance at approved continuing competency programs/activities;
2. Verifying with the Department that the continuing competency program/activity is approved by the Board; and
3. Maintaining documentation of attendance at or presentation of approved continuing competency programs/activities. A presenter may receive credit for only the initial presentation during a renewal period. Credit will not be given for subsequent presentations of the same program/activity.

61-005.01D The licensee must attend programs/activities for which the subject matter clearly relates to maintaining skills necessary for the safe and competent practice of medical nutrition therapy. Medical nutrition therapy is assessment of patient nutritional status followed by treatment, ranging from diet modification to specialized nutrition support, such as determining nutrient needs for enteral and parenteral nutrition, and monitoring to evaluate patient response to such treatment. In order for continuing competency to be recognized/count for licensure renewal it must be approved by the Board.

Continuing Competency hours/credits are determined as follows:

a. College/University Coursework:

(1) 1 semester of academic credit equals 15 continuing competency credit hours. One semester credit audited equals 8 hours of continuing competency;

(2) 1 quarter hour of academic credit equals 10 continuing competency credit hours. One quarter credit audited equals 5 hours of continuing competency; and

(3) 1 trimester hour of academic credit equals 14 continuing competency credit hours. One trimester credit audited equals 7 hours of continuing competency.

b. Exhibits: 25 exhibits equals 1 continuing competency hour; a limit of 3 continuing competency credit hours per biennium may be obtained through exhibits.
c. **Poster Sessions:** 6 poster sessions equals 1 continuing competency hour; a limit of 5 continuing competency credit hours per biennium may be obtained through poster sessions.

d. **Homestudy Programs:** A licensee may accumulate up to 15 hours of continuing competency per biennial renewal period.

e. **Video/Audio Media and Journal Clubs:** A licensee may accumulate up to 15 hours of continuing competency per biennial renewal period.

f. **Board Certified/Certification/Certificate Programs:** 20 hours (unless noted otherwise) will be granted for completing a certified program, certification program or certificate program as follows:
   1. Certified Nutrition Support Clinician sponsored by the National Board of Nutrition Support Certification, Inc (NBNSC);
   2. Certified Diabetes Educator sponsored by the National Certification Board for Diabetes Educators (NCBDE);
   3. Certified Lifestyle and Weight Management Consultant sponsored by the American Council on Exercise (ACE);
   4. Board Certification as a Specialist in Pediatric Nutrition sponsored by the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR);
   5. Board Certification as a Specialist in Renal Nutrition sponsored by the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR);
   6. Board Certification as a Specialist in Gerontological Nutrition sponsored by the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR);
   7. Board Certification as a Specialist in Oncology Nutrition sponsored by the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR);
   8. Board Certification as a Specialist in Sports Dietetics sponsored by the Commission;
   9. International Board of Lactation Consultant Examiners (IBLCE);
   10. Certificate Programs approved through the American Dietetic Association (ADA):
       (a) Certificate of Training in Childhood and Adolescent Weight Management sponsored by the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) – 29 hours acceptable; and
       (b) Certificate Training in Adult Weight Management sponsored by the Commission on Dietetic Registration (CDR) – 28 hours acceptable; and
   11. Board Certified/Certification/Certificate Programs approved by the ADA/CDR.

g. **Continuing Education Programs** (workshops, seminars, conferences, electronic interactive presentations): 60 minutes of participation equals 1 continuing competency hour.

61-005.01E Examples of nonacceptable subject matter include, but are not limited to, the following:

1. Menu planning;
2. Dietetic association business meeting or delegate report;
3. Cooking or baking demonstrations;
4. Food service sanitation;
5. Catering;
6. Garnishing techniques;
7. Publishing an employee training manual;
8. Sales presentation on a company's new product;
9. Marketing self as dietitian;
10. Communication skills; or
11. Language Training.

DENIED

THE BUSINESS OF DIABETES IN NEBRASKA WORKSHOP – 6.5 HOURS CE
October 4, 2017; Lincoln, NE
CONTACT: Nebraska Department of Health Human Services

DIETETICS RESEARCH METHODS – 45 HOURS
August 21 –December 13, 2017; Oklahoma University
CONTACT: Jill Rolfson, UNL, 402-540-8559

STEM CELL CONFERENCE – 4 HOURS CE
January 19, 2018
CONTACT: Nebraska Methodist College, 402-990-9292

SPORTS SUPPLEMENT: FACTS, NOISE AND WISHFUL-THINKING- 1.5 HOUR CE
October 22, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

EPIDEMIOLOGY IN PUBLIC HEALTH-15 HOURS CE
Fall Semester 2016
CONTACT: Roberta Miksch 402-910-9272

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
Spring Semester 2017
CONTACT: Roberta Miksch 402-564-9905

WHAT’S NEW IN OBESITY TREATMENT- 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Vicki Brown – 402-6447513

BRIDGING THE GAP FROM HOSPITAL TO HOME: NURSING AND PATIENT PERSPECTIVES
(PART ONE OF TWO SERIES) – 2.0
CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER GLOW AUDITORIUM, January 23, 2019
CONTACT: Nicole Christensen 402-719-5124

OPTIMIZE ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE FROM MID TO ULTRA DISTANCE EVENTS
MARCH 14, 2019
METHODIST ESTABROOK CANCER AT METHODIST HOSPITAL IN OMAHA NE
AINSLEY VATANSAOMBAT

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN MATERNAL HEALTHY EATING INDEX SCORES AND FETAL
GROWTH OUTCOMES
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER
CONTACT: Rachel Goltl

INTENSIFICATION OF BASAL INSULIN THERAPY IN PERSON WITH DIABETES

PEDIATRIC CURRENTS: ETHICS IN PEDIATRIC PRACTICE – 1.0 HOUR ce
BE IN THE KNOW WITH YOUR PRO? ARE YOU PROTEIN RECOMMENDATIONS A “GO” OR A “WHOA”?! DESCRIBE THE ROLE OF WATER IN HEALTH – 1.0 HOUR CE

DIABETES IN INDIAN COUNTRY CONFERENCE – 9.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Indian Health Services

GOUT AND KIDNEY DISEASE
WEBINAR: May 22, 2019

POLICY & PROCEDURE MANUAL: FOR NUTRITION AND FOOD SERVICE IN HEALTHCARE FACILITIES, 2019
Homestudy:

QUALITY NUTRITION FOR HEALTHY GROWTH AND BIOMARKS OF NUTRITIONAL-RELATED GROWTH

COMPETENCY TO QI: LESSONS LEARNED FROM IMPLEMENTING THE PEDIATRIC MALNUTRITION CRITERIA (2018 PROGRAM)

MODERN DAY MAGNESIUM REQUIREMENTS: THE RDN’S ROLE (LIVE WEB-BASED)

MEDICAL FOODS, MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY, AND THE INSURANCE GAP

KEYS TO SUCCESSFUL PEDIATRIC WT MNGT IN YOUNG CHILDREN (PNPG)

GOAL DIGGERS: HELPING PEOPLE CHANGE HABITS W/POSITIVITY AND A NON-DIET, VALUES-DRIVEN APPROACH (LIVE WEBINAR)

UNDERSTANDING & ASSESSING RISK FACTORS TO ESTABLISHMENTS & MAINTENANCE OF MILK SUPPLY (LIVE WEB-BASED)

ASSESSING MALNUTRITION: A HANDS ON APPROACH

THE POWER OF PROTEIN

DAIRY FAT: THE CREAM OF THE CROP

NUTRITION CARE OF THE OLDER ADULT: A HANDBOOK FOR CONTINUUM OF CARE, 3RD EDITION

PROTEIN METABOLISM AND AGING

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION

EXPLORING THE EVIDENCE OF DIETARY PATTERNS: THE INTERPLAY OF WHAT WE EAT & HEALTH

WHAT’S NEW IN OBESITY TREATMENT

EVIDENCE BASED STRATEGIES TO TREAT OBESITY SERIOUSLY
MEDICARE PART B REIMBURSEMENT FOR TUBE FEEDING

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS OF A PLANT-BASED NUTRITION FORMULA

PHYTONUTRITENTS IN THE CLINICAL SETTING

LIFT ECHO

CLINICAL MONITORING FOR THE HOME TPN PATIENT

THE MANAGEMENT OF MACRONUTRIENTS FOR PEDIATRIC & NEONATAL PATIENTS

THE MEDITERRANEAN DIET AND BEYOND: LIFESTYLE LESSONS FROM EUROPE’S HEALTHIEST COUNTRIES

MODERN DAY HUMAN MAGNESIUM REQUIREMENTS: THE RDN’S ROLE

THE EFFECTIVENESS OF NUTRITION SPECIALIST ON PEDIATRIC WEIGHT MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES IN MULTICOMPONENT PEDIATRIC WEIGHT MANAGEMENT INTERVENTIONS.

THE EFFECT OF A DIGITAL BEHAVIORAL WEIGHT LOSS INTERVENTION ON ADHERENCE TO THE DIETARY APPROACHES TO STOP HYPERTENSION (DASH) DIETARY PATTERN IN MEDICALLY VULNERABLE PRIMARY CARE PATIENTS.

FOOD INSECURITY AND THE NUTRITION CARE PROCESS: PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS FOR DIETETICS PRACTITIONERS.

PEDIATRIC WEIGHT MANAGEMENT EVIDENCE BASED PRACTICE GUIDELINES: COMPONENTS AND CONTEXTS OF INTERVENTIONS.

2019 NNFA/NALA/NAHHA/LPNAN FALL CONVENTION

LACTATION IN HEALTHCARE FACILITIES

A CLINICAL OVERVIEW AND APPLICATION OF OMEGAVEN

PRERECORDED IRON & VIT D – IMPACTS ON MICROBIOME

The Use of an Eye-Tracking Technology Tool in Analyzing and Assessing the Nutrition Focused Physical Exam Performance between Novice Nutrition Students and Expert Registered Dietitians.

MATERNAL DIET DIVERSITY AND FOOD SECURITY IN THE UNITED STATES

BUILDING A STRONG FUTURE: OPTIMIZING NUTRITION TO SUPPORT STRENGTH THROUGHOUT ADULTHOOD.

PERFORMANCE NUTRITION: MORE THAN BARS & HYDRATION

REASSESSMENT OF MALNUTRITION CODING PRACTICES AT NEBRASKA MEDICINE
WHAT'S NEW IN THE WORLD OF CARBOHYDRATES

IRON AND VIT D – IMPACTS ON MICROBIOME

ONLINE/HOMESTUDY/VIDEO

MALNUTRITION MATTERS: NUTRITION MANAGEMENT OF MALNUTRITION IN CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE – 1.0 HOUR CE

ETHICS IN NUTRITION SUPPORT (TUBE FEEDING & TPN) – 1.0 HOUR CE
THE DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT OF EATING DISORDERS IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS – 1.0 HOUR CONFERENCE

THE NOURISHED LIFE – 1.0 HOUR CONFERENCE
THE TREND TO BLEND: REAL FOOD TUBE FEEDING – 1.0 HOUR CE
Online
CONTACT: Ashley Reese 515-720-3936

PRACTICAL WAYS TO IMPROVE STATUS OF PULMONARY PATIENTS- 1.25 HOURSCE
Online
CONTACT: Hillcrest health Services

DIABETES AND CUD: NUTRITION MANAGEMENT AND HEART HEALTH – 1.5 HOURS
Online
CONTACT: Hillcrest Health Services

CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE: MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY FOR IN CENTER HEMODIALYSIS – 1.5 HOURS CE
Online
CONTACT: Hillcrest Health Services

OVERVIEW OF NUTRITION – FOCUSED PHYSICAL ASSESSMENT – 1.5 HOURS CE
Online
CONTACT: Hillcrest Health Services

CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE – MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY FOR CKD, STAGE 3 AND 4 – 1.5 HOURS CE
Online
CONTACT: Hillcrest health Services
CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE: NUTRITIONAL GUIDANCE AND EDUCATIONAL TOOLS FOR PERSONS WITH CKD – 1.5 HOURS CE
Online
CONTACT: Hillcrest health Services

JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS – 1 HOUR CE
CME Continuing Medical Education

DYSPHAGIA GOES INTERNATIONAL INTRODUCING THE INTERNATIONAL DYSPHAGIA DIET STANDARDIZATION INITIATIVE (IDDS) – 1 HOUR CE
Webinar
CONTACT: Foodservice Express / Med – diet/ Sysco Lincoln, 402-421-5245

ABOTT NUTRITION HEALTH INSTITUTE – 1 HOUR CE
Webinar
CONTACT: Molly Petrik

HYPERKALEMIA IN CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE: WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON BLOOD PRESSURE CONTROL AND CKD – 1.5 HOUR CE
HOMESTUDY
CONTACT: Rachel McKay

GUT MICROBIOME – 1.5 HOUR CE
HOMESTUDY
CONTACT: Rachel McKay

CALCIPHYLAXIS: ROLES OF VITAMIN K DEFICIENCY AND SUPPLEMENTATION – 1.5 HOUR CE
HOMESTUDY
CONTACT: Rachel McKay

THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE PREDICTORS OF ESSENTIAL FATTY ACID DEFICIENCY IN PATIENTS WITH SHORT BOWEL SYNDROME – 1 HOUR CE
CONTACT: University of Nebraska Medical Center

THE LOW FOODMAP DIET FOR IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME: FROM EVIDENCE TO PRACTICE- 1.0 HOUR CE
MARCH 29, 2018
CONTACT: Destiny Johnson, 308-382-3660 ext 2207

UNDERSTANDING TRIGLYCERIDES: STRATEGIES FOR COUNSELING CLIENTS – 2.0 CE HOUR
April 3, 2018
CONTACT: Molly Petrik, 319-621-6107

CURRENT ISSUES & TRENDS IN DIETETICS PRACTICE – 45 HOURS CE
8/21/2017 – 12/13/2017; Online South Dakota State University
CONTACT: Jill Rolfson, University of Nebraska - Lincoln

WESTERN DIETS – 1.5 HOURS
HOMESTUDY
CONTACT: National Kidney Foundation
JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS- 1.0 Hour CE HOME STUDY
CONTACT: Cassandra Whitmore 308-850-1530

END OF LIFE NUTRITION AND HYDRATION - 15 HOURS HOME STUDY
CONTACT: Brenda Johnson, brenda.johnson@mac.com

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS- Each module is approved for 2 hours for a total of 8 hours.
WEBINAR: December 2017-January 2018
CONTACT: Destiny Mostek

MEDICAL NUTRITION AND DISEASE: A CASE-BASED APPROACH; 5TH ED.
CONTACT: Alissa Lorchick 402-309-5848

DIETARY FIBER: FROM THE BASICS TO POTENTIAL FUTURE APPLICATIONS - 1.0 CE HOUR WEBINAR: 06/19/2018
CONTACT: Kimberly Lassen 402-421-5245

VIDEO FROM NKF CONFERENCE - 1.5
Contact: Rachel McKay

THE LOW-FOODMAP DIET: FROM RESEARCH TO IMPLEMENTATION - 15 HOURS HOME STUDY
CONTACT: Roberta Miksch

NUTRITION CHALLENGES AND THE OLDER ADULT - 1.0 HOUR CE
WEBINAR: February 1, 2015-December 31st, 2018
CONTACT: Kimberly Lassen 402-421-5245

THE IMPORTANCE OF FLUID MANAGEMENT IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS - 1.0 HOUR CE
WEBINAR: August 22, 2018
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

HEALTH PROFESSIONAL GUIDE GASTROINTESTINAL NUTRITION - 15 HOUR CE HOME STUDY
CONTACT: Teri Lee

NUTRITION AND PEDIATRIC RENAL DISEASE, ADOLESCENTS - 1.0 HOUR CE WEBINAR:
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555.

WHAT’S NEW IN THE WORLD OF CARBOHYDRATES – 1.0 HOUR CE VIDEO
CONTACT: Vicki Brown, 402-644-7513

UNDERSTANDING TRIGLYCERIDES: STRATEGIES FOR COUNSELING CLIENTS-LEARN THE CURRENT RESEARCH ON TRIGLYCERIDES AND RECOMMENDATIONS – 2.0 HOUR CE HOME STUDY
CONTACT: Vicki Brown, 402-644-7513
NFPE-HANDS-ON TRAINING WORKSHOP- 10 HOUR CE
WEBINAR
CONTACT: Vicki Brown, 402-644-7513

CHOLINE: EXPLORING THE GROWING SCIENCE ON ITS BENEFITS FOR MOMS, DURING FETAL DEVELOPMENT AND BEYOND- 1.0 HOUR CE
HOMESTUDY
CONTACT: Vicki Brown, 402-644-7513

PATIENT SIMULATION MALNUTRITION SCREENING, ASSESSMENT, DIAGNOSIS AND INTERVENTION INTO PRACTICE- 1.0 HOUR CE
HOMESTUDY
CONTACT: Vicki Brown, 402-644-7513

NUTRITIONAL & INTEGRATIVE INTERVENTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS: NON-PHARMACUTICAL INTERVENTION FOR DEPRESSION, ANXIETY- 6 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Brenda Kowalski, 402-490-9798

GETTING A HANDLE ON IDDSI: INTERNATIONAL DYSPHAGIA DIET STANDARDISATION INITIATIVE – 1 HOUR CE
July 13, 2017; webinar
CONTACT: Sysco/ Hormel Health Labs

DIABETES MANAGEMENT: CORE COMPETENCY FOR CARDIAC REHAB – 1.0 HOUR CE
October 8, 2018
CONTACT: Molly Petrik, 319-621-6107

NUTRITION MANAGEMENT: CORE COMPETENCY FOR CARDIAC REHAB – 1.0 HOUR CE
October 8, 2018
CONTACT: Molly Petrik, 319-621-6107

THE GUT MICROBIOME – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 10, 2018
CONTACT: Nancy Hakel-Smith, 402-481-8052

WEIGHT MNGT: CORE COMPETENCY FOR CARDIAC REHAB – 1.0 HOUR CE
October 8, 2018
CONTACT: Molly Petrik, 319-621-6107

PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT OF MICRONUTRIENT INTAKE IN PEDIATRIC CKD – 1.0
ONLINE: 10/22/2018
CONTACT: Ashley Reese 515-720-3936

ENTERAL NUTRITION IN PEDIATRIC CRITICAL CARE: GUIDELINES AND EVIDENCE-BASED MANAGEMENT – 1.0
ONLINE: 102/01/2018
CONTACT: Ashley Reese 515-720-3936

NEPHROTIC SYNDROME AND FSGS – 1.0 HOUR CE
WEBINAR 03/19/2019
CONTACT: Kathleen Upton, Kathleen.Upton@davita.com

DIETARY INFLUENCES ON THE HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL MICROBIOME
WEBINAR 02/27/2019
CONTACT: Cassandra Whitmore 308-850-1530

BE IN THE KNOW WITH YOUR PRO? ARE YOUR PROTEIN RECOMMENDATIONS A “GO” OR A “WHOA”?!?
WEBINAR 04/08/2019
CONTACT: Tiffany Vieth 402-421-5345

CONTROVERSIES IN CRITICAL CARE NUTRITION – 1.0 CE HOUR
VIDEO
FOOD FIRST: TREATING CKD WITH DIET – 1.5 HOUR CE
VIDEO

ADVANCED ENTERAL NUTRITION MANAGEMENT FOR THE PEDIATRIC RENAL PATIENT – 1.0 HOUR CE
VIDEO

MANAGING DIETARY PHOSPHATE IN CHILDREN WITH CKD – 1.0 HOUR CE
VIDEO

WHAT CAN MY PATIENTS EAT? NUTRITION BASICS FOR CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE – 1.0
HOUR CE
VIDEO

CORAM CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM: HOW TO WRITE A TPN ORDER, ANAR SHAH – 1.0 HOUR CE
VIDEO

CORAM CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO PATIENT CARE MANAGEMENT OF PANCREATITIS, BY CHRISTINE KLINE, RD, CNSC – 1.0 HOUR CE
VIDEO

CORAM CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM: IDENTIFYING MALNUTRITION AN APPLYING ENTERAL NUTRITION TREATMENT, KINSY MCNAMEE – 1.0 HOUR CE
VIDEO

CORAM CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM: CLINICAL MONITORING FOR THE HOME PN PATIENT, LEAH BUFKA- 1.0 HOUR CE
VIDEO

NUTRITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS IN HIGH RISK GI CONDITIONS – 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Nestle Nutrition Institute
Online

HYPERTENSION GUIDELINES – 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Indian Health Services
Webinar

INDIVIDUALIZING AND OPTIMIZING SMBG – 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: American Association of Diabetes Educators.

BE ABLE TO RECOGNIZE & BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE 5 BARIATRIC SURGERY OPTIONS – 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Debra Zwiefelhofer, RDN, LD

IDENTIFY THE COMMON CAUSES OF GASTROPARESIS IN CKD – 1.0 HOUR CE
WEBINAR

ETERAL NUTRITION SUPPORT IN THE ACUTE CARE SETTING – 1.0 HOUR CE
UNMC
WEBINAR

BEYOND THE BASICS – 1.0 HOUR CE
UNMC
WEBINAR

A DEEPER DIVE – 1.0 HOUR CE
UNMC
WEBINAR

DO YOU IDDSI? LET’S TALK IMPLEMENTATION (LIVE WEB-BASED SEMINAR) 1.0 HOUR CE
NESTLE NUTRITION INSTITUTE
WEBINAR

LONG-TERM GROWTH OUTCOMES: SGA CATCH-UP AT 2 YEARS – 1.0 HOUR CE
NUTRITION ADVISORY COMMITTEE
WEBINAR

CLINICAL MONITORING FOR THE HOME PN (PARENTERAL NUTRITION) PATIENT – 1.0 HOUR CE
WEBINAR

UNDERSTANDING & ASSESSING RISK FACTORS TO ESTABLISHMENTS & MAINTENANCE OF MILK SUPPLY (LIVE WEB-BASED)

CONTROVERSIES IN CRITICAL CARE NUTRITION _ 1.0 HOUR CE
WEBINAR

HUMAN MILK AND FORMULA HANDLING: BEST PRACTICES FOR HEALTHCARE FACILITIES – 1.0 HOUR CE

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION PRACTICE GROUP BUILDING BLOCK: ZINC (VOL 40, NO 3 SUMMER 2017) – 1.0 HOUR CE

IBD IN CLINICAL PRACTICE FOR DIETIANS: SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MALNUTRITION IN IBD (2018)
CHYLOTHORAX AND OTHER LYMPHATIC FLOW DISORDERS: ETIOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT – 1.0 HOUR CE

NUTRITION ASSESSMENT: NUTRITION FOCUSED PHYSICAL EXAM – 1.0 HOUR CE

PNPG BUILDING BLOCK – COMPLETED JUNE 2018 – 2.0 HOUR CE

MEDICAL NUTRITION INTERVENTIONS FOR COMMON DIGESTIVE DISORDERS – 1.0 HOUR CE

NUTRITION COUNSELING FOR EATING DISORDERS: A 5 PART ONLINE TRAINING – 2.0 HOUR CE

QUALITY NUTRITION FOR HEALTHY GROWTH – 1.0 HOUR CE

REAL FOOD TUBE FEEDING FORMULAS: WHAT IS OLD IS NEW AGAIN - 1.0 HOUR

BODY IMAGE TRAININGS FOR CLINICIANS (MARCI RD ONLINE) – 13 HOURS CE

REFEEDING SYNDROME, CULTURAL COMPETENCY, TRANSTHEORETICAL MODEL IN PEDIATRIC PRATICE – 3.0 HOUR CE

MANAGEMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL DYSFUNCTION – 1.0 HOUR CE

INTESTINAL PERMEABILITY IN PEDIATRIC – 1.0 HOUR CE

KEEPING KIDS NOURISHED: ENTERAL NUTRITION SUPPORT DURING & AFTER PEDIATRIC CANCER TX – 1.0 HOUR CE

CORAM WEBINAR: NUTRITIONAL ASPECTS OF WOUND HEALING – 1.0 HOUR CE

DIETETIC INTERNSHIP CASE STUDY PRESENTATION – 1.0 HOUR CE

OBESITY: DIET, BARIATRIC, EXERCISE, MEDICATIONS, AND BEHAVIOR – 3.0 HOUR CE

JOURNAL OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS – 1.0 HOUR CE

IRRITABLE BOWEL SYNDROME: FODMAPS, FAT, FIBER + FLORA 2ND ED. – 8.0 HOURS CE

LABORATORY ASSESSMENT: CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, DIABETES, AND METABOLIC SYNDROME – 1.25 HOURS CE

ROLE NUTRITION IN PULMONARY HEALTH – 1.25 HOURS CE

GESTATIONAL DIABETES MELLITUS – 1.5 HOURS CE

MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY & PULMONARY DISEASE – 1.25 HOURS CE

NUTRITIONAL MANAGEMENT AND OBESITY – 1.5 HOURS CE
A COMPREHENSIVE LOOK AT DYSPHAGIA MANAGEMENT - 1 HOUR CE

IMPROVING NUTRITION OUTCOMES FOR INFANTS <1500 GRAMS WITH A PROGRESSIVE, EVIDENCED - BASED ENTERAL FEEDING PROTOCOL – 15 HOURS CE

CORAM CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM HEALTHLINE – 2.0 HOUR CE

PEDIATRIC MALNUTRITION AND FOOD INSECURITY – 1.0 HOUR CE

GERIATRIC NUTRITION GUIDELINES FOR WORKING WITH OLDER ADULTS – 5.0 HOURS CE

THE HEALTH PROFESSIONAL’S GUIDE TO GASTROINTESTINAL NUTRITION – 15 HOURS CE

MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY FOR DIABETES MELLITUS – 15 HOURS CE

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION PRACTICE GROUP BUILDING BLOCK FOR LIFE MNT IN EATING DISORDERS PATIENTS – 1.0 HOUR CE

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION PRACTICE GROUP BUILDING BLOCK FOR LIFE MNT IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS, NUTRITION FOR THE PRETERM INFANT, AND NUTRITION SUPPORT AFTER PEDIATRIC SMALL BOWEL TRANSPLANT – 3.0 HOUR

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION PRACTICE GROUP BUILDING BLOCK FOR LIFE WINTER ISSUE – 3.0 HOUR CE

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION PRACTICE GROUP BUILDING BLOCK FOR LIFE IDENTIFYING AND DIAGNOSING PEDIATRIC MALNUTRITION, NUTRITION FOCUSED PHYSICAL EXAM – 3.0 HOUR CE

ADVANCED NUTRITION SHORT COURSE – TAKING CF NUTRITION TO THE NEXT LEVEL: ADVANCED CONCEPTS AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS – 3.0 HOUR CE

NUTRITION: RECIPE FOR SUCCESS IN WOUND HEALING – 1.0 HOUR CE

ADDRESSING MALNUTRITION: PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE – 1.0 HOUR CE

INDICATIONS IN NUTRITION SUPPORT: A DIETETIC PRACTICE GROUP OF THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS – 1.0 HOUR CE

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO PREVENTING AND TESTING GI INTOLERANCE IN THE ICU – 1.0 HOUR CE

MANAGEMENT OF GI DYSFUNCTION – 1.0 HOUR CE

DIAGNOSING MALNUTRITION WITH CT SCANS AND ULTRASOUND AS – 1.0 HOUR CE

THE MANAGEMENT OF MACRO NUTRIENTS FOR PEDIATRIC AND NEONATAL PATIENTS – 1.5 HOUR CE.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>CE Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE MANAGEMENT OF MACRONUTRIENTS FOR ADULT PATIENTS</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MALNUTRITION SCREENING IN ADULTS: COMBINING EVIDENCE AND CLINICAL</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRACTICE TO IMPROVE PATIENT CARE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 NATIONAL MATERNAL NUTRITION INTENSIVE COURSE</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT LINE – A PUBLICATION OF DIETITIANS IN NUTRITION SUPPORT</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(DIETETIC PRACTICE GROUP)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTRITION MANAGEMENT OF GASTROINTESTINAL MOTILITY DISORDERS</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARENTERAL NUTRITION THERAPY: APPLYING NEW GUIDANCE TO PRACTICE</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORTIVE CARE IN ONCOLOGY</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INITIATING HOME PARENTERAL NUTRITION</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAL FOOD TUBE FEEDING FORMULAS: WHATS OLD IS NEW AGAIN</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTRITION SUPPORT &amp; MANAGEMENT OF INTESTINAL FIGTULAS</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFEEDING SYNDROME – THE SILENT KILLER</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOW TO WRITE A TPN ORDER</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD &amp; NUTRITION: A REVIEW OF NUTRITIONAL &amp; INTERATIVE TREATMENTS</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018 UPDATES TO THE NUTRITION CARE MANUAL AAND: ACTIVITY NUMBER</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URBAN LEGENDS IN BARIATRIC NUTRITION</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARENTERAL NUTRITION ORDER WRITING – ELECTROLYTE MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUT MICROBIOME, DIET AND HUMAN HEALTH</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED STATES IDDSI IMPLEMENTATION: WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN?</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOES TOMATO OR LYCOPENE INTAKE REDUCE THE RISK OF PROSTATE CANCER?</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIETARY INFLUENCES ON THE HUMAN GASTROINTESTINAL MICROBIOTA</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUCCESSFUL HOME ENTERAL TUBE FEEDING</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MANAGEMENT OF MACRONUTRIENTS FOR ADULT PTS</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIGESTIVE HEALTH: TOOLS IN THE RD’S TOOLBOX – 1.0 HOUR CE
NUTRITION: RECIPE FOR SUCCESS IN WOUND HEALING -1.0 HOUR CE
SWEETENERS AND HEALTH: THE STATE OF THE SCIENCE – 1.0 HOUR CE
LIFT-ECHO – 1.0 HOUR CE
INNOVATIVE APPROACHES TO PREVENTING & TREATING GI INTOLERANCE IN THE ICU
1.0 HOUR CE
FLUID & SODIUM DISORDERS – 1.0 HOUR CE
INTESTINAL PERMIABILITY IN PEDIATRICS – 1.0 HOUR CE
IMPROVING PATIENT OUTCOMES IN PARENTERAL NUTRITION: THE ROLE OF LIPID EMULSIONS – 1.5 HOUR CE
CANCER & KETOGENIC DIET – 1.5 HOUR CE
CRITICAL CARE NUTRITION: OPTIMIZING DELIVERY AND OUTCOME – 1.0 HOUR CE
WOUND HEALING AND NUTRITIONAL MANAGEMENT – 1.0 HOUR CE
NUTRITION FOR BREAST CANCER TREATMENT AND SURVIVORSHIP – 2.0 HOUR CE
WHAT’S NEW IN DIABETIC KIDNEY DISEASE – 1.5 HOUR CE
OBESITY MANAGEMENT IN TYPE 2 DIABETES - 3.5 HOUR CE
CORAM WEBINAR: THE NUTS AND BOLTS OF ENTERAL NUTRITION – 1.0 HOUR CE
DISCUSS HOW DIET MAY INFLUENCE CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE (CKD) PROGRESSION AND THE ROLE – 1.0 HOUR CE
NUTRITIONAL CARE FOR PATIENTS LIVING WITH HIV & AIDS – 1.0 HOUR CE
NUTRITION CARE PROCESS FOR TREATMENT OF HEART FAILURE & IMPLICATIONS OF THESE RECOMMENDATIONS ON EVIDENCE – BASED PRACTICE DECISIONS – 1.0 HOUR CE
INITIAL GUIDELINES FOR INTEGRATION OF NUTRITION SERVICES IN THE PROVISION OF FAMILY BASED TREATMENT INFORMED GUIDELINES FOR ADDOLESCENT ANOREXIA – 1.0 HOUR CE
PATTERNS IN ADULT MALNUTRITION ASSESSMENT AND DIAGNOSIS BY REGISTERED DIETITIAN NUTRITIONIST – 1.0 HOUR CE
IMPACT OF ENHANCED (DIETITIANS HELPING PATIENTS CARE FOR DIABETES) TELEMEDICINE RANDOMIZED CONTROLLED TRAIL ON DIABETES OPTIMAL CARE OUTCOMES IN PATIENTS WITH TYPE 2 DIABETES – 1.0 HOUR CE
NUTRITION RELATED CLINICAL & PSYCHOSOCIAL CONSIDERATIONS OF TRANSGENDER INDIVIDUALS – 1.0 HOUR CE

REVIEW OF RECENT LITERATURE: PEDIATRIC MALNUTRITION – 1.0 HOUR CE

PEDIATRIC FEEDING DISORDER A PRACTICAL APPROACH – 1.0 HOUR

PANCREATITIS – 2 HOURS CE

TPN IN SPECIAL POPULATIONS/COMPLEX CASE MANAGEMENT

IF WE DON’T, WHO WILL? IDENTIFYING, VALIDATING, AND TREATING PATIENTS WITH EATING DISORDERS – 1.0 HOUR CE

LACTATION IN HEALTHCARE FACILITIES: HOW HANDLING OF MILK GOES FAR BEYOND BREASTFEEDING – 1.0 HOUR CE

ETHICS IN NUTRITION SUPPORT – 1.0 HOUR CE

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION & DIETETICS PEDIATRIC NUTRITION FOCUSED PHYSICAL EXAM WORKSHOP – 8.0 HOURS CE

THE GUT MICROBIOME AND ROLE OF SYNBIOTICS IN PEDIATRIC CKD – 1.0 HOUR CE

CORAM WEBINAR: NUTRITION SUPPORT IN THE ONCOLOGY PATIENT – 1.0 HOUR CE

ENHANCING NUTRITION ADHERENCE IN TEENS AND TWEENS – 1.5 HOUR CE

DIGESTIVE DISORDERS AND EATING DISORDERS A COMPLICATED MIX – 8 HOURS CE

DIABETES UPDATE 2019 – 3 HOURS CE

2019 DIABETES EDUCATION CENTER OF THE MIDLANDS 35TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE – 1 HR CE

IF WE DON’T, WHO WILL? IDENTIFYING, VALIDATING AND TREATING PATIENTS WITH EATING DISORDERS – 1 HOUR CE

USE OF PEPTIDES FOR OPTIMIZING ENTERAL FEEDING TOLERANCE – 1 HOUR CE

BUILDING A STRONG FUTURE: OPTIMIZING NUTRITION TO SUPPORT STRENGTH THROUGHOUT ADULTHOOD - 1 HOUR CE

GUIDELINES FOR MNT IN GESTATIONAL DIABETES – 1.0 HOUR CE ONLINE JOURNAL

NUTRITION CONTROVERSIES & THE CARBOHYDRATE CONUNDRUM - .5 CE

REPORTED KNOWLEDGE OF TYPICALLY DAILY CALORIE REQUIREMENTS – 1.0 HOUR CE
TBD

PERCUTOANEOS ENDOSCOPIC GASTROSTOMY TUBE PLACEMENTS IN PATIENTS WITH DEMENTIA TREATED AT THE NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER-1.0 CE
CONTACT: Corrine Hanson 402-559-3658

ALTERNATIVE LIPID INJECTABLE EMULSIONS – 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Michelle Henry 720-505-6130

GENERATE NUTRITION INTERVENTION- 1.0
LOCATION: BRYAN MEDICAL CENTER
CONTACT: Nancy Hakel-Smith, 402-481-8052

INTEGRATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL NUTRITION CERTIFIED PRACTITIONER- 20 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Ellen Thomsen 402-677-4790

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN SERUM VITAMIN LEVELS AND DISEASES SEVERITY IN PATIENTS WITH PARKINSON DISEASE – 1.0 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Corrine Hanson 402-559-3658

THE ROLE OF PROTEIN AND PARENTERAL NUTRITION IN THE CRITICALLY ILL ADULT: WHAT’S NEW SINCE RELEASE OF THE 2016 ASPEN/SCCM GUIDELINES? – 1.5 HOUR CE
CONTACT: Nancy Hakel-Smith, 402-481-8052

PATIENT SIMULATION MALNUTRITION SCREENING, ASSESSMENT, DIAGNOSIS, AND INTERVENTION INTO PRACTICE – 1.0 HOUR CE

PUBLICATION

SUPPORT LINE. A PUBLICATION OF DNS A DPG OF AND – 3 HOURS CE
Publication
CONTACT: CDR, NANCY Hakel – Smith, 402-423-3400

KAMEL AY, DAVE NJ, ZHAO VM, GRIFFITH DP, CONNOR MJ JR., ZIEGLER TR – 1.0 HOUR CE
JUNE, 2018

TODAY’S DIETITIAN: LIQUID MEAL REPLACEMENTS – 2 HOUR CE
Publication

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION – A BUILDING BLOCK FOR LICE – 2 HOUR CE
Publication
GRADUATE COURSE WORK

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (1 SEMESTER HOUR) - Course: Assessed maternal carotenoid intake during pregnancy and how it is associated with serum levels and infant birth outcomes.
JANUARY-MAY 2018

DOCTORAL DISSERTATION (1 SEMESTER HOUR) – Course: Research for dissertation entitled “Quantification of Lutein + Zeaxanthin Presence in Human Placenta and Correlations with Blood Levels and maternal Dietary intake.
AUGUST-DECEMBER 2018

CERTIFICATE PROGRAM INFORMATION

DIABETES AND HYPERTENSION – 3.25 HOURS CE

MANAGEMENT OF DIABETES IN CHILDREN – 4.25 HOURS CE

SEPTEMBER 2017

INFLUENCES ON APPETITE AND NUTRIENT INTAKE IN CKD5 DIALYSIS – 1.0 HOUR CE
SEPTEMBER 7, 2017: Lincoln NE
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

IMPROVING STANDARDIZATION OF ORAL NUTRITION – MALNUTRITION AWARENESS WEEK 2017- 1.5 HOURS CE
September 18, 2017; webinar
CONTACT: ASPEN 301-587-6315, www.nutritioncare.org

ON THE FAST TRACK WITH THE ENHANCED RECOVER AFTER SURGERY PROTOCOL – MALNUTRITION AWARENESS WEEK 2017- 1.5 HOURS CE
September 20, 2017; webinar
CONTACT: ASPEN 301-587-6315, www.nutritioncare.org

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1 HOUR CE
September 21, 2017; UNMC Campus
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405
DIABETES UPDATE 2017 – 6 HOURS CE  
September 22, 2017; UNMC  
CONTACT: Nebraska Medicine and UNMC

2016 NWA NUTRITION EDUCATION & BREASTFEEDING PROMOTION CONFERENCE – 4.5 HOUR CE  
September 8-10, 2016; Denver, CO  
CONTACT: National WIC Association (NWA)

HOT TOPICS IN CKD JOINT COUNCIL WORKSHOP - 5 HOURS CE  
September 28, 2017; Omaha, NE  
CONTACT: Nebraska Kidney association, 11725 Arber St, #230, Omaha, NE 68144

CONCEPTS AND CONTROVERSY: DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE – 1.5 HOURS CE  
September 28, 2017; webinar  
CONTACT: Vicki Brown, Today’s Dietitian, 402-644-7513

HEALTH BEHAVIOR-15 HOURS CE  
Fall Semester 2017 Omaha NE online course  
CONTACT: Roberta Miksch 402-910-9272

TARGETED NUTRITION DELIVERY IN CRITICALLY ILL PATIENTS: FOCUS ON PROTEIN NEEDS & DELIVERY – 1.0 HOUR CE  
CONTACT: The Academy for Continued Healthcare Learning

LACTOFERRIN: A KEY NUTRIENT TO SUPPORT GUT HEALTH IN DEVELOPING INFANTS – 1.0 HOUR CE  
CONTACT: Annenberg Center for Health Sciences at Eisenhower

OCTOBER 2017

INTERNATIONAL DYSPHAGIA DIET STANDARDIZATION INITIATIVE – 1.5 HOURS CE  
October 3, 2017; Bryan Medical Center  
CONTACT: CDR / AND, Nancy Hakel – Smith, 402-481-8052

RENAL DIETITIANS OF NEBRASKA FALL 2017 MEETING AND JOURNAL CLUB – 1 HOUR CE  
October 5, 2017; Omaha, NE  
CONTACT: Dialysis center of Lincoln, Inc.

NEONATAL NUTRITION: ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION & MANAGEMENT – 14 HOURS CE  
October 12-13, 2017; Embassy suites Minneapolis Airport, Willow Room  
CONTACT: University of Minnesota, 402-540-8559

NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS WEST REGION FALL MEETING- 3 HOURS CE  
October 13, 2017; Mid plain Community College North Campus Room 206, North Platte, NE 69101  
CONTACT: NAND West Region Fall Meeting
MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1 HOUR CE
October 19, 2017; UNMC Campus
CONTACT: University of Nebraska medical Center and Nebraska medicine

DAVITA DIETITAN CONNECTION MEETING – 2.75 HOURS CE
October 19, 2017; 6610 S 165th St Ste 8 Omaha NE 68135
Contact: DaVita, Inc

WHAT’S NEW ON THE LAEL: CHOLINE, THE FORGOTTEN NUTRIENT – 1.5 HOURS CE
October 22, 2017; Chicago IL
CONTACT: CDR/ FNCE

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS-2017 FOOD & NUTRITION CONFERENCE &
EXPO (Alzheimer’s)-1.5 HOURS CE
October 22, 2017; McCormick Center Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS FIBER ESSENTIALITY FOR THE MICROBIOTA
AND HEALTH–1.5 HOURS CE
October 22, 2017; McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

NUTRIGENOMICS: IS IT READY FOR PRIME TIME? - 1.5 HOUR CE
October 22, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

FIBER’S ESSENTIALITY FOR THE MICROBIOTA AND HEALTH – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 22, 2017: Chicago IL, FNCE 2017
CONTACT: Annetta K. Richards 402-710-0383

IMPLEMENTING A MALNUTRITION PROGRAM THOUGHOUT THE HEALTHCARE
CONTINUUM – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 22, 2017: Chicago IL, FNCE 2017
CONTACT: Annetta K. Richards 402-710-0383

EFFECTIVENESS OF EVIDENCE BASED NUTRITION THERAPY – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 23, 2017: Chicago IL, FNCE 2017
CONTACT: Annetta K. Richards 402-710-0383

WHEN TO INITIATE PARENTERAL NUTRITION IN HOSPITAL AND HOME – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 23, 2017: Chicago IL, FNCE 2017
CONTACT: Annetta K. Richards 402-710-0383

THE INTESTINAL MICROBIOME OF UNDERNUTRITION – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 24, 2017: Chicago IL, FNCE 2017
CONTACT: Annetta K. Richards 402-710-0383

INFLUENCE OF DIET AND BODY COMPOSITION ON THYROID HORMONE REGULATION –
1.5 HOUR CE
October 23, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692
PCOS: BEYOND HORMONES AND HOT FLASHES – NUTRITION INTERVENTIONS FOR WOMEN LATER IN LIFE – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 23, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

INTOLERANCE VERSUS AVOIDANCE: IDENTIFYING TRUE FOOD ALLERGIES – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 23, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

CLINICAL INSIGHT INTO VITAMIN B12 – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 23, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW AND WHY – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 24, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

KETOGENIC DIET AND EPILEPSY – 1.5 HOUR CE
October 24, 2017: McCormick Center, Chicago Illinois
CONTACT: Susan Coe 402-651-0692

NUTRITION CHALLENGES & THE OLDER ADULT 1 HOUR CE
October 26, 2017: Bryan Medical Center
CONTACT: CDR/AND, Nancy Hakel – Smith, 402-481-8052

NOVEMBER 2017

NUTRITION MANAGEMENT OF FOOD PROTEIN-INDUCED ENTEROCOLITIS SYNDROM – 2 HOURS CE
November 14, 2017: Omaha, NE

PARENTERAL NUTRITION THERAPY: APPLYING NEW GUIDANCE TO PRACTICE – 1.5 HOURS CE
November 15, 2017: webinar
CONTACT: ASPEN

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1 HOUR CE
November, 16 2017: UNMC Campus
CONTACT: University of Nebraska medical Center and Nebraska medicine

NUTRITIONAL MANAGEMENT OF COW’S MILK PROTEIN ALLERGY IN INFANTS AND CHILDREN.- 1.0 HOUR CE
November 16, 2017: Children’s Hospital and Medical Center
Denise Bryson
PROTEIN: HARDEST WORKING NUTRIENT – 1.0 HOUR CE
November 29, 2017; Food services Express
CONTACT: CDR / AND, Nancy Hakel – Smith, 402-481-8052

DECEMBER 2017

THE NEED FOR GLUTEN FREE – 1 HOUR CE
May 15, 2017- December 31, 2020; webinar
CONTACT: Foodservice Express / Med diet / Sysco Lincoln

JANUARY 2018

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1 HOUR CE
January 18, 2018; UNMC Campus
CONTACT: University of Nebraska medical Center and Nebraska Medicine, 402-559-2405

KETOGENIC DIET FOR SEIZURE CONTROL IN PEDIATRICS – 2 HOURS CE
January 25, 2018; Bryan Medical Center
CONTACT: Donelle Romano-Bell, 402-660-2908

ASpen 2018 Nutrition Science and Practice Conference – 30 Hours CE
January 22 - 25, 2018 Las Vegas, NV Caesar’s Palace
CONTACT: Lindsey Haffke haffkelm@gmail.com 712-660-8705

FEBRUARY 2018

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1 HOUR CE
February 15, 2018; UNMC Campus
CONTACT: University of Nebraska medical Center and Nebraska Medicine, 402-559-2405

BEHIND THE LABEL: A LOOK AT ADDED SUGAR
February 21, 2018; Webinar
CONTACT: Cassandra Whitmore 308-850-1530

MARCH 2018

Nutrition Research Workshop: Impact of Diet on Weight Loss, Cardiometabolic Risk Factors, and Physical Performance Markers – 3 Hours CE
March 1, 2018; Lincoln NE
CONTACT: Mitchell Rippe, Nebraska Beef Council, 308-236-7551

New Approaches to Diabetes Treatment: Using Technology and the Latest Research to Improve Outcomes - 2.0 Hours CE
March 13, 2018; Methodist Estabrook Cancer Center at Methodist Hospital in Omaha NE
CONTACT: Donelle Romano-Bell 402-660-2908

Medical Nutrition Seminar – 1 Hour CE
March 15, 2018; UNMC Campus
CONTACT: University of Nebraska medical Center and Nebraska Medicine, 402-559-2405
DAVITA DIETITIAN CONNECTION/LEADING MBD IN 2018
March 22, 2018; DaVita Cornhusker, 505 Cornhusker Road, Bellevue, NE 68005
Contact: DaVita

MNT CONSIDERATIONS FOR PATIENTS WITH ALCOHOL INDUCED ACUTE PANCREATITIS-1.0 HOUR CE
MARCH 30, 2018; CHI HEALTH ST. ELIZABETH
CONTACT: Linda Young 402-472-2925

APRIL 2018
MNT CONSIDERATIONS FOR PATIENTS WITH PANHYPOPITUITARISM -1.0 HOUR CE
APRIL 6, 2018; Bryan Health East
CONTACT: Linda Young 402-472-2925

MNT CONSIDERATIONS FOR PATIENTS WITH HIV/AIDS – 1.0 HOUR CE
APRIL 6, 2018; Bryan Health East
CONTACT: Linda Young 402-472-2925

DIABETES EDUCATION 2018 SEMINAR – 6.5 HOURS CE
April 7, 2018; La Vista, NE
CONTACT: Diabetes Education Center of the Midlands, 402-399-0777x 226

RENAL COOKING WITH WHOLE FOODS- 1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 11, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

THE NEW KDOQI NUTRITION GUIDELINES: WHAT IS NEW AND WHAT DO I CHANGE- 1.5 HOUR CE
APRIL 11, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

PLEASE PASS THE SALT OR NOT?-1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 12, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

HYPERPHOSPHATEMIA: DON’T BLAME THE PATIENT- 1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 12, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

KDIGO (CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE-BONE MINERAL METABOLISM) UPDATE- 1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 12, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

PEDIATRIC 101 FOR SOCIAL WORKER AND REGISTERED DIETITIAN: PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY NUTRITION – 1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 13, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

RESEARCH FOR CKD/ESRD DIETARY RECOMMENDATIONS – 1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 13, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

FOOD FIRST: FOOD BEFORE MEDS IN CKD TREATMENT – 1.5 HOURS CE
APRIL 13, 2018: Austin Convention, Austin Texas
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

MNT CONSIDERATIONS FOR PATIENTS WITH END STAGE RENAL DISEASE AND
METHYLMALONIC ACIDEIMIA- 1.0 HOUR CE
APRIL 13, 2018; VAMC-OMAHA
CONTACT: Linda Young 402-472-2925

DIETARY OMEGA – 3 FATTY ACID INTAKE THE RATION OF OMEGA -6 TO OMEGA -3
FATTY ACID INTAKE AND ASTHMA PREVALENCE IN THE HEARTLAND OSTEOPOROSIS
PREVENTION STUDY (HOPS) POPULATION – 1 HOURS CE
April 18, 2018; University of Nebraska Medical Center
CONTACT: University of Nebraska medical Center

NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION & DIETETICS 2018 ANNUAL CONFERENCE – 13
HOURS CE
April 19-20, 2018; Innovation Campus Lincoln NE
CONTACT: Alyssa Havlovic 402-660-2636 NEBRASKA Academy of Nutrition & Dietetics

NNFA/NALA/LPNAN SPRING CONVENTION- 5.5 HOURS CE
April 23-26, 2018 Kearney Nebraska
CONTACT: Christine Laughlin 402-435-3551

ANNUAL GASTROENTEROLOGY & NUTRITION CONFERENCE 2018 – 4.0 HOURS CE
April 27, 2018 Children’s Hospital & Medical Center
Contact: Children’s Hospital & Medical Center 402-955-6070

MAY 2018

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE
MAY 17, 2018 UNMC CAMPUS
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson 402-559-2405

JUNE 2018
MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE
June 21, 2018 UNMC CAMPUS
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson 402-559-2405

2018 CLINICAL DIABETES CARE UPDATE – 5.0 HOUR CE
June 21, 2018 BRYAN MEDICAL CENTER Lincoln NE
CONTACT: Mary Luebbert 402-481-6305

JULY 2018

PRACTICAL WAYS TO ACHIEVE TARGETS IN DIABETES CARE – 5.0 HOURS CE
July 12-15, 2018 KEYSTONE COLORADO
CONTACT: Barbara Davis Center (and University of Colorado/Denver)
1775 Aurora Court MSA140, Aurora, CO 80045

WEST REGION NAND- 3.25 HOUR CE
July 29, 2018 NORTH PLATTE, NE
CONTACT: Shana Kraus 308-289-4289

AUGUST 2018

RENEAL UPDATE- 1 HOUR CE
AUGUST 16, 2018: NWI VA MEDICAL CENTER
CONTACT: Kaitlyn Pauly 605-641-0976

THE HEALTH EXPO 2018- 2 HOURS CE
August 23, 2018 The Health Expo 2018- Innovation Campus, Lincoln NE
CONTACT: Kimberly Lassen, 402-421-5245

SEPTEMBER 2018

DIABETES TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CENTER NATIONAL
DIABETES PREVENTION PROGRAM LIFESTYLE COACH TRAINING – 10.5 HOURS CE
September 6, 2018 Commission on Dietetic Registration

CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE UPDATE: CURRENT NUTRITION PRACTICE GUIDELINES- 2.0 HOURS CE
SEPTEMBER 25, 2018
CONTACT: Ainsley Vatanasombat 515-991-3176

STRATEGIES FOR PARENTERAL NUTRITION MANAGEMENT – 1.0 HOUR CE
SEPTEMBER 27, 2018: Omaha VA Medical Center
CONTACT: Kaitlyn Pauly, 605-641-0976

FODMAP DIET – 1.0 HOUR CE
SEPTEMBER 27, 2018 Hy-Vee Inc 5820 Westown Parkway, West Des Moines IA 50266
Nancy Bertolino – 402-312-1600

ANNUAL INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE CONFERENCE- 3.0 HOUR CE
September 28, 2018 UNMC, The Dr. Stanley M. and Dorothy Truhlsen Campus Event Center, Michael F. Sorrell Center for Health Science Education, 619 @42nd St Omaha NE 68198
CONTACT: Carrie Kuta 402-413-4403
MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR- 1.0 HOUR CE  
September 27,2018 UNMC Campus  
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson 402-559-2405

**OCTOBER 2018**

CKD 5 UPDATE: RENAL MNT FOR THE NON-RENAL DIETITIAN  
08/17/2018 Dialysis Center of Lincoln 3211 Salt Creek Circle Lincoln NE 68504  
CONTACT: Karen Siebe

NEONATAL NUTRITION ASSESSMENT, INTERVENTION & MANAGEMENT – 14.0 HOURS CE  
CROWNE PLAZA AIRE BLOOMINGTON MN: OCTOBER 4TH & 5TH, 2018  
CONTACT: ERICA JACKSON, 402-719-1209

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE  
OCTOBER 18, 2018: UNMC CAMPUS  
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405

GROWTH IN CF: A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO WEIGHT AND HEIGHT – 1.0 HOUR CE  
OCTOBER 19, 2018: COLORADO CONVENTION CENTER  
CONTACT: North American Cystic Fibrosis Conference

2018 FALL DIETITIAN CONNECTION MEETING – 4.5 HOURS CE  
OCTOBER 30, 2018 Omaha NE  
CONTACT: Amy Harshman 402-421-6011

**NOVEMBER 2018**

EATING DISORDERS AND THE BRAIN – 2.0 HOUR CE  
NOVEMBER 6, 2018: Omaha Marriott  
CONTACT: Jessica Wegener, 402-669-2705

MANAGEMENT OF GESTATIONAL DIABETES, MAKING AN IMPACT WITH INTEGRATIVE NUTRITION – 2.0 HOUR CE  
NOVEMBER 8, 2018: Methodist Estabrook Cancer Center Hospital in Omaha NE  
CONTACT: Ainsley Vatanasomba, 515-991-3176

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE  
NOVEMBER 15, 2018: UNMC Campus  
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402---559-2405

**DECEMBER 2018**

INcredible EDITIONS – PICA AND CKD – 1.0 HOUR CE  
DECEMBER 29, 2017: Lincoln NE  
CONTACT: Karen Siebe, 402-742-8555

**JANUARY 2019**

LIFESTYLE MEDICINE AND DIABETES – 1.0 HOUR CE  
NEBRASKA METHODIST HOSPITAL METHODIST ESTABROOK CANCER CENTER  
AUDITORIUM, 8303 DODGE ST, OMAHA NE 68114,  
JANUARY 16, 2019  
CONTACT: Kerri Gilson 402-354-7137
MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE FOR EACH SEMINAR  
JANUARY 17, 2019 UNMC CAMPUS  
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405

INTERMITTENT FASTING: THE EVIDENCE-BASED PROS & CONS – 2.0  
MADONNA REHABILITATION: JANUARY 24, 2019  
CONTACT: Ainsley Vatanasombat 515-991-3176

KEEPING KIDS NOURISHED: ENTERAL NUTRITION SUPPORT DURING AND AFTER  
PEDIATRIC CANCER TREATMENT – 1.0 HOUR CE  
JANUARY 28, 2019  
CONTACT: Ashley Reese, 515-720-3936

FEVERARY 2019

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE FOR EACH SEMINAR  
FEBRUARY 21, 2019 UNMC CAMPUS  
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405

PEDIATRIC NUTRITION FOCUSED PHYSICAL EXAM – 7.0 HOUR CE  
FEBRUARY 23, 2019: ST. Vincent Hospital in Evansville IN  
CONTACT: Sarah Wilson 402-540-0825

MARCH 2019

CULTURALLY COMPETENT NFPE – 1.0 HOUR CE  
BRYAN MEDICAL CENTER: March 6, 2019  
CONTACT: Nancy Hakel-Smith 402-481-8052

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE FOR EACH SEMINAR  
MARCH 21, 2019 UNMC CAMPUS  
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405

APRIL 2019

2019 CLINICAL DIABETES CARE UPDATE – 4.0 HOUR CE  
APRIL 12, 2019  
CONTACT: Jenna Mayers, 402-481-6317

HEARTLAND PEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGY CONFERENCE – 4.5 HOURS CE  
APRIL 12, 2019 CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER, OMAHA NE  
CONTACT: Sara Olsen 402-955-6070
CASE STUDY SEVERE END STAGE COPD AND MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY – 1.0 HOUR CE
AUGUST 2, 2019
CONTACT: Bryan medical Center, Nancy Hakel-Smith

2019 NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION & DIETETICS ANNUAL CONFERENCE – 6.5 HOURS CE ON THURSDAY WITH ONE HOUR FOR EXHIBITS, 7 HOURS ON FRIDAY.
APRIL 25-26, 2019 INNOVATION CAMPUS, LINCOLN NE
CONTACT: Bobbi Beat 308-750-5149

MAY 2019
ACROPHOBIA (NOT FEAR OF HEIGHTS) C.DIFF EIA, SIBO, GFD FOR CD AND EOE-OH MY! – 1.0 HOUR CE
MAY 2, 2019: SHERATON SALT LAKE CITY HOTEL

“SHE’S JUST A PICKY EATER”: A CASE STUDY OF A 10 YO FEMALE DIAGNOSED WITH AVOID RESTRICTIVE FOOD INTAKE DISORDER (ARFID) – 0.5 CE
MAY 2, 2019: SHERATON SALT LAKE CITY HOTEL

THE CHANGING PERSPECTIVE ON NUTRITION FOR CYSTIC FIBROSIS: EVIDENCE ANALYSIS BY THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS AND THE REAL LIFE IMPACT OF NUTRITION GUIDELINES ON THE CYSTIC FIBROSIS COMMUNITY -1.0 HOUR CE
MAY 2, 2019: SHERATON SALT LAKE CITY HOTEL

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 1.0 HOUR CE
UNMC CAMPUS: MAY 16, 2019
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405

JUNE 2019
NAND-WEST REGION SUMMER MEETING – 5.0 HOURS CE
MPCC-SOUTH CAMPUS, ROOM 107 (601 W. STATE FARM ROAD, NORTH PLATTE NE
CONTACT: Shana Kraus skraus@pchsgrant.com

MEDICAL NUTRITION THERAPY – 1.0 HOUR CE
UNMC CAMPUS: June 20, 2019
CONTACT: Barbara Robertson, 402-559-2405

JULY 2019
MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 3.0 HOURS CE
UNMC CAMPUS: July 18, 2019

AUGUST 2019
DIETETIC INTERNSHIP PROGRAM – 1.0 HOUR CE
AUGUST 2, 2019: OMAHA VA MEDICAL CENTER

NUTRITION FOCUSED PHYSICAL EXAM – 1.0 HOUR CE
AUGUST 9, 2019: CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL NUTRITION DEPARTMENT

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR- 3.0 HOURS CE
UNMC CAMPUS: August 15, 2019

NAND CENTRAL REGION – 5.5 HOUR CE
AUGUST 16, 2019: NEBRASKA ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND DIETETICS

MALNUTRITION UPDATE 2019 – 1.0 HOUR CE
AUGUST 23, 2019: CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL NUTRITION DEPARTMENT

13th BIENNIAL BREASTFEEDING: BABY’S NATURAL CHOICE CONFERENCE – 2.75 HOURS CE
AUGUST 28, 2019 LA VISTA CONFERENCE CENTER, LA VISTA NE
CONTACT: Sara Weber 402-559-5145

BLENDERIZED TUBE FEEDING – MORE THAN JUST A FAD – 1.0 HOUR CE
AUGUST 30TH, 2019 CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL NUTRITION DEPT
CONTACT: Kristy Anderson

PEDIATRIC MALNUTRITION AND NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES IN SPECIFIC – 2.0 HOUR CE
AUGUST 30TH, 2019 CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER CLINICAL NUTRITION DEPT
CONTACT: Kristy Anderson

SEPTEMBER 2019

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 3.0 HOURS CE
UNMC CAMPUS: September 19, 2019

PEDIATRIC MALNUTRITION AND NUTRIENT DEFICIENCIES IN SPECIFIC DISEASE STATES – 2.0 HOUR CE
SEPTEMBER 10TH, 2019 METHODIST ESTABROOK CANCER CENTER OMAHA, NE

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: DISCHARGE MANAGEMENT OF THE PATIENT ON HOME NUTRITIONAL SUPPORT – 2.0 HOUR CE
SEPTEMBER 24, 2019
CONTACT: Prompt Care Companies

SODIUM AND FLUID BASED DISORDERS – 1.0 HOUR CE
SEPTEMBER 26, 19 UNMC/NM

IDDSI-AWARE PREPARE ADOPT-CATHY RUTAN REGIONAL MANAGER, MEDTRITION – 1.0 HOUR
SEPTEMBER 30, 2019: INNOVATION CAMPUS, LINCOLN NE

OCTOBER 2019

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 2.0 HOUR CE
OCTOBER 17, 2019 UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER AND NEBRASKA MEDICINE
CONTACT: University of Nebraska Medical Center and Nebraska Medicine

PEDIATRIC INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASE – 1.0 HOUR CE
OCTOBER 21, 2017 Children’s Hospital & Medical Center
Contact: Kristy Anderson

NOVEMBER 2019
NUTRITION MANAGEMENT FOLLOWING GASTRECTOMY -1.0 HOUR CE
NOVEMBER 14, 2019 University of Nebraska Medical Center And Nebraska Medicine
Contact: Michelle Spink

OPTIMIZE ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE FROM MID TO ULTRA DISTANCE EVENTS – 2.0 HOUR CE
NOVEMBER 14, 2019 Madonna Rehabilitation Hospital
Contact: Madonna Rehabilitation Hospital

BONE AND MINERAL DISEASE IN CKD – 4.0 HOUR CE
November 14, 2019 Nebraska Kidney Association 111725 Arbor Street Ste 120A Omaha, NE
Contact: Nebraska Kidney Association

MEDICAL NUTRITION SEMINAR – 2.0 HOUR CE
NOVEMBER 21, 2019 UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA MEDICAL CENTER AND NEBRASKA MEDICINE
CONTACT: University of Nebraska Medical Center and Nebraska Medicine

DECEMBER 2019
THE EFFECTS OF BARIATRIC SURGERY AND NON-SURGICAL WEIGHT LOSS ON PRE-OR POST- KIDNEY TRANSPLANT PATIENTS – 1.0
December 11, 2019
CONTACT: University of Nebraska Medical Center and Nebraska Medicine

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VITAMIN INTAKE AND DISEASE SEVERITY IN PATIENTS WITH PARKINSON’S DISEASE – 1.0 HOUR CE
December 13, 2019
CONTACT: University of Nebraska Medical Center and Nebraska Medicine

THE ASSOCIATION BETWEEN VITAMIN A AND RELATED CAROTENOID INTAKE AND BONE RELATED OUTCOMES IN POST-MENOPAUSAL WOMEN – 1.0 HOUR CE
December 13, 2019
CONTACT: University of Nebraska Medical Center and Nebraska Medicine